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• This assignment has two main objectives:

(1) To gain more experience with the DOM tree and
manipulating web pages dynamically.

(3) To utilize JavaScript to access the event object and
use event propagation and event bubbling to achieve
a dynamic effect on the behavior of the page.

Homework Assignment #5
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• This project is intended to begin with the final version of the
markup, style sheet, and JavaScript that you produced for
Assignment #4. If you did Assignment #4 the correct way,
you’ll basically only need to work with the JavaScript this time.

• I’ve put a validated copy of the markup that you are to use to
begin this assignment on the course web page (it’s also on
WebCourses2). The markup differs only slightly from the
markup used in Assignment #4, but it is different so be sure to
use this new markup as your starting point. This is the starting
point for this assignment.

• Note that this markup does not include a link to your style sheet
or your JavaScript. You will need to add these, but these are
the only changes to the markup you are allowed to make.

• With your CSS, this “starting” markup renders as shown on the
next slide.

HTML For Assignment #5
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• What you are to accomplish in this project is to modify

your JavaScript so that any table on the page that

belongs to the class “stripe_table” will have each

row highlighted as the cursor moves over it and return

to its original state when the cursor moves off of that

row.

• The illustration of this effect is shown on the next few

slides.

• Note that the header rows of the tables are not

highlighted when the cursor moves over them…just the

actual “data” rows of the table are highlighted.

Details For Assignment #5
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Cursor positioned here
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Cursor positioned here
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Cursor positioned here
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Cursor positioned here
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• Notice that in the first table, the fifth row of the table contains a

hyperlink (an <a> element). Its very common to have links and

other elements in table cells.

• The code you develop for this assignment must be robust

enough to handle such circumstances. What this link is doing is

providing an additional level of content hierarchy within the

<td> elements of the table.

• The idea here is that the element with the event listener is the

<tbody>, the element that will trigger the event (on a

mouseover or mouseout) is either a <td> or an <a>

element, and the element that is modified in the DOM as a result

of the event is a <tr> element.

Details For Assignment #5
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• In other words, the element that triggered the event doesn’t

handle the event and the element that is modified as a result of

the event is neither the element that caused the event nor the

element which handles the event.

• Because events bubble up, the event listeners for the

mouseover and mouseout events will need to be attached

to the <tbody> element. You want the highlighting effect to

occur only to the rows within the body of the table…the

elements in the <thead> element should not be highlighted

when the cursor moves over them.

Details For Assignment #5
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• Thus, the highest level at which you can detect the

mouseover and mouseout events would be the

<tbody>. If you went higher the DOM hierarchy you

would receive events from the table rows that are in the

header, which you don’t want to highlight.

• Once you attach the event listeners, your next task will be

to determine the target element – that is, the element that is

actually triggering the event.

• To do this, you need to get the target element’s

nodeName, which in the case of an element gives the

name of the tag.

Details For Assignment #5
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• Be aware that your problem here is that the <tr> elements do

not trigger events when the mouse goes over them, because they

are entirely filled with their child <td> elements. There is

simply no where you can place the cursor to get the <tr>

element to trigger a mouse event.

• The target element, i.e., the element directly under the mouse,

will always be the <td> element unless you explicitly add

padding or margins to create space between it and the <tr>

element.

• The <td> element, because it’s a child of a <tr> element

will always be on top of the <tr> element in the element

stacking order and will therefore always be the target of any

mouse event.

Details For Assignment #5
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• Since I’ve added an anchor element to a <td> element in the

first table, if the mouse is over the <a> element within the <td>

element, then the <a> element becomes the target.

• The most important thing to remember at this step is that the

target element, be it the <td>, <a>, or some other element that

might appear within a table cell, is a child of the row that you

want to highlight.

• Your next step is to find the target element’s ancestor table row

so that you apply the highlighting to that table row.

• You’ll start moving up the DOM tree from the target element

until you find the element with the node name <tr> and apply

the highlighting class to that element. This is known as

traversing the DOM.

Details For Assignment #5
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• To traverse the DOM you’ll run a loop that resets the event

target element to its parent node until the node name of the

parent is equal to <tr>.

• All that is left to do once you’ve found the “new” target element

is to apply the highlighting to this row.

• Give some thought at this point though on how you’ll restore the

original row styling when the mouseout event occurs.

Details For Assignment #5
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1. Your markup, style sheet, and JavaScript must support cross-

browser compatibility. It should render and behave properly in

both W3C-compliant browsers as well as Microsoft browsers

(at least IE6 and above).

2. Your markup cannot be altered in any way from the original

markup that appears on the course web page except for the

following cases:

a. Add a link to your external style sheet.

b. Add a script element to access your JavaScript. Do this the “correct”

way.

3. As before, you can apply any color to the page that you would

like provided that there is good contrast both in the static

rendering as well as the dynamically applied highlighting.

Additional Requirements For Assignment #5
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4. Your JavaScript must work correctly for:

a. A table with an arbitrary number of rows.

b. A page with more than one table. That is to say, any

identified table that appears in the document should

have its rows striped by your JavaScript.

c. Tables that have cells which contain elements other

than text.

Additional Requirements For Assignment #5
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• The deliverables for this assignment are:

1. A semantically correct HTML5 markup document (5 pts).

2. The CSS external stylesheet (20 pts).

3. The JavaScript file (50 pts.)

4. A document containing screen captures for both HTML5
validation that shows only the one warning as shown on the
next page and CSS validation (both passing!). Make sure
that the name of the validated file appears in the screen shot.
(10 pts – 5 pts each)

5. A screen shot of your final rendered document illustrating a
highlighted row. (10 pts)

• The deliverables for this assignment are to be submitted via
WebCourses no later than 11:59pm (WebCourses time) on
Friday November 22, 2013.

When And What To Turn In
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